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INTRODUCTION

A scrapbook full of art projects that a 
student makes during the school year is a 
perfect end-of-the-year gift and keepsake for
any child. Add a child’s writing samples, math
activities, photographs, and projects, and
that same memory book becomes a valuable
tool for tracking his or her academic progress
and communicating it to his or her parents.
Whether you are interested in making 
scrapbooks with your students for fun or for
evaluation, the clever ideas and adorable
reproducible patterns featured in Making
Memories Month by Month can make this year-
long project easy and exciting.

The memory book described in this resource
can be as elaborate or as simple as you wish.
You will find several different ways to 
creatively organize children’s work to create
unique scrapbooks that also serve as colorful
assessment portfolios. No matter how much

time or energy you choose to invest in this
endeavor, you and your students can have fun
working together to create an authentic
memento of their academic development
over the course of the year.

Examine the activities, poems, writing 
templates, writing paper, and other resources
included in Making Memories Month by Month,
and choose those that best fit your plan for
your scrapbooks. Throughout the school
year, collect children’s work, take photos, and
file them away until you are ready to assem-
ble the scrapbooks. Assembling the books
requires minimal supplies. Simply get out your
scissors and glue sticks to crop and paste
work samples and photos on scrapbook
pages. These memorable keepsakes will be
cherished by parents and students for years
to come.
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USING THIS BOOK

The first page of each section features a 
sample scrapbook page for that month.
The sample layout highlights the activities,
poems, art projects, and writing template
from this book. Use the suggested themat-
ic, seasonal, and holiday ideas to plan 
additional units of study that complement
the book’s resources.

Literature Links
Choose a book from the extensive list to
introduce and reinforce each month’s
activities.

Activity Ideas
Each activity idea is designed to have 
children create a piece of artwork or a
work sample that corresponds with that
month’s theme, season, or holiday.

Handprint Ideas
Each handprint idea coordinates with a
song about that month’s theme, season,
and/or holiday. Follow the detailed direc-
tions for painting children’s hands. Invite
children to make their handprint on a piece
of paper, or cover the directions on the
handprint idea page with a piece of paper,
and copy a class set of the page for chil-
dren to use for their print. This option
allows you to combine that month’s song
and handprint on the same page. Place
these pages in the scrapbooks, or create a

book for each child that includes his or her
handprint for each month and title it My
Handprint Book.

(Art: See scrap 2b)

Poems and Songs 
Some activities and art projects incorpo-
rate the poems and/or songs for that
month. Here are just a few of the many
other ways you can use the poems and
songs with your class:
✰ Write a poem or song on chart paper, 

and display it. Invite the class to recite
the words. Encourage volunteers to use
pointers to point to the words as the
class reads.

✰ Write a poem or song on an 81/2" x 11"
(21.5 cm x 28 cm) piece of paper, and
make two copies of it. Glue one copy to
the front of a manila envelope. Laminate

This resource contains a year’s worth of literature links, activities, poems, and reproducible pages.
There are eleven sections, one for each month from September through June and one for
July/August. Each section features the following components:

Sample Layout 
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the other copy, and cut it into word
strips. Place the strips in the envelope,
and store it at a center. Invite children to
put the word strips in order.

Writing Template
Each month, have children complete 
the sentence frame or story starter on the
reproducible writing template. Allow chil-
dren who cannot complete the writing on
their own to dictate their words. Use a 
yellow marker to write their words, and
have children trace over the letters. Then,
invite children to illustrate their writing.
Have children write their name on the back
of their paper.

Decorative Writing Paper
Choose a new theme each month for chil-
dren to write about. For each child, copy
the decorative writing paper for that
month and copy one of the line templates
from pages 143–144. Use the ruled-line
template for younger students who need
guidance in forming their letters, or use
the line template for older students. Show
children how to place the line template
under their writing paper and then write

about the topic. Ask children to write their
name on the back of their paper.

Monthly Frames
Choose from two frame designs each
month. Give each child a frame. Have chil-
dren use crayons or markers to color their
frame. Invite children to cut along the
outer edge of their frame and tape or glue
a photo to the center of the frame. Or,
have children also cut out the interior of
the frame to create a “window” and place
their photo behind the frame. Have 
children use the frames to write about
special events, class trips, or activities. 
Use children’s completed frames to label
photos and/or work samples in their mem-
ory books. 
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PARENT INVOLVEMENT

Send home a letter (page 7) or ask parents
at Back-to-School Night to donate film. Or,
consider adding a roll of film to the list of
school supplies you require your students
to bring on the first day of school.

Copies
Ask parent volunteers to photocopy all of
the poetry and/or songs, month headlines,
frames, writing templates, and writing
paper for the year. Make a file folder for
each month, and fill each folder with the
corresponding materials.

Premade Blank Books
Rather than assemble children’s scrap-
books at the end of the school year, 
consider asking parent volunteers to 
create a blank book for each child at 
the beginning of the school year. Give 
volunteers the supplies and directions
needed to assemble the blank books. 
For example, give parent volunteers the

materials to make blank books consisting
of 12 construction paper pages bound
together with yarn. Now, you can assemble
the pages as the year progresses.

Taking Photos
Invite parent volunteers to attend field
trips and special class events. Ask one 
parent to be the designated photographer.
Give the parent a disposable camera or roll
of film to use in his or her own camera.
After a field trip, have each child complete
the Our Field Trip reproducible (page 136).
Place the completed reproducibles and
photos in the scrapbooks.

Here are some ways to get parents involved and make the scrapbooking process even easier.

Film Contributions
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Dear Parents,

This is a very special year for your child. He or she
will be taking part in many activities and learning
lots of new concepts. I like to keep track of some 
of the children’s endeavors by taking photos of them
while they are working and playing. You know what
they say . . . a picture is worth a thousand words.

As you can imagine, plenty of film is required to take
all these wonderful photographs. If you are able to
donate a roll of film to our class, we would greatly
appreciate it!

Thank you,
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CHOOSING A FORMAT

Decide what materials you want to include in the memory books. Then select a format that
accommodates these items. Here are some sample page ideas to help you choose the page size
and content of your memory books.

81/2" x 12" (21.5 cm x 30.5 cm)
Include a writing sample, a month headline,

and a holiday/seasonal poem or song.

18" x 12" (46 cm x 30.5 cm)
Include photos, work samples, 
a holiday/seasonal poem, and 

a month headline.

Two 18" x 12" (46 cm x 30.5 cm) pages
Include photos, work samples, completed writing templates, clip art, a holiday/seasonal poem or song, and a month headline.
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There are several ways to organize and store the memory book materials. Here are a few sugges-
tions to get you started.

File System
Label a separate file folder for each child.
As you develop film throughout the year,
place each child’s picture in his or her indi-
vidual file folder. Also file samples of chil-
dren’s work you would like to include in
their scrapbook. When you are ready to
assemble the scrapbooks, you will have
what you need all in one place. Try to
assemble the pages for each month as you
go along. Older children can be a great
help by putting their own pages together.
Keep children’s completed pages in a large
covered plastic tub. File the pages in order
by month for each child. Then, at the end
of the school year, you will only need to
make the cover and ending pages.

(Art: 

Premade Blank Books
Another option is to make a blank book for
each child before the school year begins.
Decide on the number of pages you want
for each month and assemble books
accordingly. For example, if you want a
cover, two pages for each month, a page

for autographs, and a back cover, you
would attach 13 sheets of construction
paper together. (Items would be glued to
the front and back of each construction
paper.) Throughout the year, glue the pho-
tos and work samples directly on the pages
of the children’s books. 

Ready-made Pages on Display
You could choose to create a class set of
pages each month and use them in a 
display. Glue each child’s work sample on a
separate sheet of construction paper.
Then, glue a month headline, a holiday/
seasonal poem or song, or another decora-
tive piece on the paper to make a page for
each child. Display the children’s pages on
a bulletin board. Take down these ready-
made scrapbook pages at the end of the
month, and file them away. Repeat the
process each month to create fun bulletin
board displays and an easy way to organize
and assemble your memory books.

ORGANIZATION AND STORAGE
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BASIC SCRAPBOOKING TECHNIQUES

Each month, take a “theme” picture of
each child. Also take pictures of the 
children at work and play. Be sure to take
pictures of special events such as the
school jog-a-thon, Grandparent’s Day, and
class field trips. Make sure to get double
prints if more than one child is in a picture.
That way you can use the same photo in
two different scrapbooks. The number of
pictures you take is a personal decision.
Another option is to have children draw
pictures of themselves. 

Cropping Photos
Identify the focal point of each photo, and
cut around it. Throw away the unwanted
parts. However, in some cases you may
want to keep background images (e.g., a
museum that you went to on a field trip).
When there is more than one child in a
photo, you can crop and cut the photo to
create two separate photos and place one
in each child’s scrapbook.

Matting
Glue the cropped photo or the child’s work
sample to a piece of colored paper. Trim
the paper close to the edges of the photo
or work sample. This creates a border or

mat that frames the photo or work sample
and adds color to the page. 

Cutting Shapes
Cut colored paper into various shapes, and
place them behind or overlapping photos
or student work samples. 

Using Titles and Captions
Make copies of the month headlines on
pages 137–139, and cut them apart. Use the
headlines to label the first page of each
month in the scrapbooks. Make copies of
the captions (page 140), and cut them
apart. Glue appropriate captions near pho-
tos or work samples.

There are basic scrapbooking techniques to use to enhance the look of the scrapbooks. Choose
one technique, or use them all to create your scrapbook pages.

Taking Photos
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CREATIVE OPTIONS

There are several types of tools and materials you can use to enhance your scrapbook pages. Here
are just a few:

patterned paper

CTP Snapshots

patterned-edged scissors

rubber stamps

CTP Show-It-Offs

CTP Cut-Outs

stencils
fabric

paper punch-outs

border tape

ribbon

stickers
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Take a close-up picture of each child for
the cover of his or her book. Mount the
picture on a background paper (e.g.,
school-theme stationery, colored paper, or
CTP Snapshots), and type the child’s name,
the year, and the school name on the paper.
Mount the completed paper on the cover
page of the scrapbook. Copy the Everyone
Has Gifts poem/parent letter on page 141,
and cut them apart. Glue one or both to
the inside of the cover. Laminate the cover. 

Write a letter to each child. Tell children
how much you enjoyed having them in your
class or thank them for being a wonderful
student. Attach the letter to the last page
of the book. Include a photo of the child
and yourself on this page. Laminate the
page, and use it as the book’s back cover. 

Create a page for children to use for their
friends’ autographs. Make copies of the
Autographs caption (see page 140), cut it
out, and glue it to a blank page in each
child’s book. Invite children to autograph
their classmates’ books.

Binding the Book
Use a plastic binding machine and plastic
spiral combs to bind the pages of the
books. If you do not have access to a bind-
ing machine, punch holes in the pages and
connect them with ribbon, yarn, brass 
fasteners, or metal rings.

The Cover and Extra Pages



September is a time to start school, make new friends, work on skills,
and learn new information. Activities that boost self-esteem are
great for this time of the year. Take pictures of each child, and/or
have him or her draw a self-portrait. Label the pictures, and display
them around the room to help the class become familiar with one
another. Learn more about the children by having them complete an
All About Me reproducible (page 142). Place the completed repro-
ducible on a September page in the memory book. September is also
a fun time for children to learn about apples.

S
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SEPTEMBER

✰ An Apple a Day by Melvin Berger (Doubleday
Books)

✰ Miss Bindergarten Gets Ready for Kindergarten 
by Joseph Slate (Dutton)

✰ The Other Emily by Gibbs Davis 
(Houghton Mifflin)

✰ Picking Apples and Pumpkins by Amy & Richard
Hutchings (Econo-Clad Books)

✰ Ten Apples Up on Top by Theodore LeSieg
(Random House)

✰ What Will Mommy Do When I’m at School? by
Dolores Johnson (Aladdin)

Literature Links



Self-Portrait
Trace a circle on a piece of paper for each child. Invite children to
create their first self-portrait. Have them draw their face in the
circle and then draw a body below the circle. Have children write
their name to complete the sentence I am ______. 

I’m a Star
Copy a class set of the I’m a Star! reproducible on colored 
construction paper. Have children draw a self-portrait in the 
star. Invite children to write or dictate what they think is special
about them in the space provided above the star. Encourage 
children to decorate their star with glue and glitter. Display 
the children’s work on a bulletin board titled Shining Stars.

Materials
❏ I’m a Star! 

reproducible 
(page 16)

❏ construction paper
(assorted colors)

❏ crayons or markers

❏ glue

❏ glitter 

Materials 
❏ circle pattern 

❏ drawing paper

❏ crayons or markers

14 September
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Ten Apples Up on Top
Read aloud Ten Apples Up on Top. Give each child a Ten Apples Up
on Top reproducible. Have children add a face, hair, and clothes to
the figure. Give each child ten apple stickers, or have children use
red, green, and yellow crayons.
Have children place or draw ten
apples in a pattern on top of
their person. Encourage chil-
dren to tell you what their pat-
tern is (e.g., My pattern is red,
green, yellow, red, green, yellow).
Write each child’s response to
complete the sentence Ten
apples up on top. My pattern is
_____. Take a photo of each
child with an apple on his or
her head. 

Paper Plate Apple
Give each child a small paper plate. Invite children to paint their
plate red, green, or yellow. Have children cut brown and green
scrap paper to make a stem and leaves and glue them to their
painted plate to make an apple. Give each child one to ten black
beans (seeds) to glue on the back of their plate. Have children
find a partner and add together the number of seeds from both
plates. Or, say a math problem (e.g., 4 + 1 = ?), and have children
with that number of seeds (e.g., 5) stand. 

Materials
❏ Ten Apples Up on Top

by Theodore LeSieg

❏ Ten Apples Up on 
Top reproducible
(page 17)

❏ crayons or markers

❏ apple stickers or 
red, green, and 
yellow crayons

❏ camera/film

❏ apple

Materials
❏ small paper plates

❏ red, green, and 
yellow paint/
paintbrushes 

❏ scissors

❏ brown and green
scrap paper

❏ glue

❏ black beans
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16 September

I'm a Star!

Nobody can _____________

like _______________.
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September       17

Ten apples up on top. My pattern is _______, _______,

_______, _______, _______, _______, _______,

_______, _______, _______.

Name_____________

Ten Apples Up on Top
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18 September Handprint Idea

September
(to the tune of “Are You Sleeping?”)

It’s September.
It’s September.

Fall is near.
Fall is near.

We are making new friends.
We are making new friends.

School is here.
School is here.

Apple
Paint the palm of each
child’s hand with red
paint. Do not put any
paint on children’s fin-
gers. Ask them to press
their hand on a white
piece of paper. Have
them dip the pad of their
thumb in green paint and
press their thumb above
the apple print to make a
leaf and a stem.
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Back to School
(to the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”)

It’s September. Fall is here.

It’s my favorite time of year.

Boys and girls can make new friends.

Teachers lend a helping hand.

Lots to learn and so much fun.

Back to school for everyone!

Way Up High
Way up high in an apple tree,

Two little apples smiled at me.

I shook that tree as hard as I could,

And down came the apples,

Mmmm . . . they were good!
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20 September Writing Template

This is how I look in September. I am ____

inches tall, and I weigh ___ pounds. I can’t

wait to __________________________. I want

to learn how to ________________________.
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22 September Frames


